
  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Successfully Pen, Promote, and Publish a Book With 
 "Do Not Write a Book...Until You Read This One" 

 
Chandler, Arizona, January 8, 2024 — Aspiring authors, brace for a transformative literary journey 
with the release of Do Not Write a Book...Until You Read This One. Co-written by A. Y. Berthiaume, 
an award-winning author, international book coach, and ghostwriter, and Bridgett McGowen-Hawkins, 
an award-winning international professional speaker and the owner and founder of the award-winning 
hybrid publishing company Press 49, this indispensable guide is set to redefine the approach to book 
creation and publishing. 
 
 

This comprehensive exploration takes writers on a voyage from inspiration to 
publication, ensuring they are fully equipped with confidence and clarity at every 
stage. Berthiaume, the CEO and founder of The Write Place, Right Time, and 
McGowen-Hawkins share expert insights into crafting compelling and impactful 
books that resonate with audiences. From monetizing literary masterpieces to 
navigating the complexities of publishing, the guide offers invaluable knowledge 
to empower aspiring authors. 
 
Do Not Write a Book...Until You Read This One isn't just another manual; it's a 
game-changer. The book goes beyond conventional wisdom, revealing 
innovative ways to generate income from one’s book, even if it never sells a 
single copy. Say farewell to the mystery and confusion that often clouds the world 

of publishing and welcome a new era of clarity and success. 
 
A. Y. Berthiaume and Bridgett McGowen-Hawkins, with their wealth of experience and accolades, 
serve as trusted companions throughout the writing journey. "No matter your aspirations as an author, 
this book is the roadmap to achieving one’s goals. Do Not Write a Book...Until You Read This One is 
one’s guide, ready to lead every step of the way. Do not begin any writing journey without it!" 
Berthiaume urges. 
 
Bridgett McGowen-Hawkins, an award-winning international professional speaker and CEO of Press 
49, brings her expertise to the forefront as the co-author and publisher of Do Not Write a Book. 
 
"Press 49 is excited to present this groundbreaking guide to aspiring authors," says McGowen-
Hawkins. "We believe Do Not Write a Book...Until You Read This One will empower writers to 
navigate the complexities of the publishing world with confidence and innovation." 
 
Embark on your co-authored authorial journey today by ordering a copy of Do Not Write a Book...Until 
You Read This One. This transformative guide is available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Bookshop, 
and various online retailers. 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHORS: 
 



A. Y. Berthiaume is an award-winning author, international book coach and ghostwriter, and the CEO 
and founder of The Write Place, Right Time. 
 
Bridgett McGowen-Hawkins is an award-winning international professional speaker; an award-
winning author; and the founder, owner, and CEO of the award-winning hybrid publishing company, 
Press 49. 
 
ABOUT THE WRITE PLACE, THE RIGHT TIME: 
The Write Place, Right Time (TWPRT) is a virtual boutique of professional writing services based in 
Vermont, but serving leaders, entrepreneurs, and visionaries across North America and Europe. 
TWPRT predominantly offers book coaching (in individual and group formats) and ghostwriting for 
nonfiction books. TWPRT also provides writing and publishing consultations and developmental 
editing.  
 
TWPRT is always looking to work with authors who feel silenced or marginalized and who want to 
write books that leverage their personal experience to make the world a better place.  
 
For more information, please visit: https://thewriteplacerighttime.com/   
 
ABOUT PRESS 49: 
 
Press 49 is a hybrid publishing company founded in 2019 that provides a full suite of publishing 
services to new non-fiction authors. Headquartered in Chandler, Arizona, Press 49 is a part of BMH 
Companies and designs, creates, and delivers high-quality trade books and eBooks to expand brands 
and solidify professional speakers, business coaches, real estate experts, consultants, and business 
owners as contenders in their industries.  
 
Press 49 is always looking for exciting new books and go-getters to join the company’s family of 
authors.  
 
For more information, please visit: www.press49.com 
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The Write Place, Right Time 
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Press 49 
Attn: Media Relations 
4980 S. Alma School Rd., #2-493 
Chandler, AZ 85248 
833-PRESS49 (833-773-7749) 
info@press49.com  


